
High-end security solutions 
for embedded software

SafeNet Software Monetization Solutions
For over 30 years, SafeNet is the market leading provider of software 
licensing and entitlement management solutions for on-premise and 
cloud-based software vendors.  SafeNet's Sentinel is the most 
trusted brand in the software industry for secure, flexible, and 
future-proof software monetization solutions. The robust portfolio of 
products and services address each and every aspect of the software 
monetization lifecycle � from copy and intellectual property (IP) 
protection to product catalog management and ongoing end-user 
experience improvement. SafeNet is the first and only vendor to offer 
a complete portfolio of software licensing and entitlement 
management solutions to enable monetization of any type of 
software � installed, embedded, and cloud services � using any 
combination of business models via any sales channel to any end-
user device. 

SafeNet Germany GmbH
Gabriele-Münter-Str. 1, 82110 Germering / Germany
Tel: +49 / 89 / 894221 -0
Embedded-EMEA@safenet-inc.com
www.safenet-inc.com/embedded

About TQ
As one of the leading technology service providers, TQ provides 
comprehensive services for the "whole world of electronics."  The 
product range stretches from concept development, production and 
service to the product lifecycle management. An important focus is 
the area of embedded systems. The product range stretches here from 
highly integrated CPU-modules which are based on different 
architectures like x86, ARM and Power Architecture� to complete 
systems with different levels of integration. Customized solutions and 
ODM products can be adapted efficiently in a short time using our tool 
kits consisting of electronics, mechanics and software components. 

The TQ-Group employs more than 1,200 employees in different 
locations worldwide like Seefeld, Murnau, Peißenberg, Peiting, 
Unterhaching, Wetter an der Ruhr, Chemnitz, Leipzig, Durach i. Allgäu, 
Fontaines (Switzerland) and Shanghai (China).

 

TQ-Systems GmbH
Business unit TQ-Embedded
Mühlstr. 2, 82229 Seefeld / Germany
Tel: +49 / 8153 / 9308 -0
info@tq-group.com
www.tq-group.com

Why use security solutions with 
SafeNet embedded and TQ-Systems 
embedded hardware? 
Industrial PCs and equipment are shifting more and more from the 
physical components to the software running these devices. The 
intellectual property can be found in the embedded software, which 
makes it a popular target for hackers and reverse engineering - the 
estimated damage is a billion $ figure. *

Apart from design and production-related entitlements, SafeNet 
Embedded solutions provide the most reliable protection for product 
integrity and program code. In addition, Sentinel Embedded offers 
the industry's widest variety of flexible licensing models and 
enforcement mechanisms for enabling device and equipment 
manufacturers to meet the packaging demands of every customer.

SafeNet solutions for embedded software

� Feature Award-winning Security � License enforcement and IP 
protection technology for ensuring device and brand integrity, 
mitigating reverse engineering, and safeguarding revenue.

� Provide Remote Feature Management � Upgrade software and 
control feature-level access remotely in order to simplify the 
entire customer lifecycle management process.

� Offer diverse form factors - In addition to the on-board solution, 
Sentinel protection and entitlement is also available in other 
form factors and as a pure software protection component.

Partnering for Success: 
SafeNet and TQ-Systems
Benefit from the experience and expertise of two strong partners: 
TQ-Systems specializes in hardware design and production for 
the embedded market and SafeNet, the expert for comprehensive 
security solutions. 

The results of this partnership are highly secure, high-quality 
solutions for embedded customers which excel through 
professional support from development to the integration in 
ERP systems.  

S E C U R I T Y 

O N B O A R D

* VDMA study product piracy 2012 (www.vdma.org/produktpiraterie)



AppOnChip: 
High security protection for 
your software in one device 
AppOnChip is an additional level of protection added to SafeNet's 
industry-leading Sentinel Envelope which wraps an application to 
provide robust IP protection against unauthorized use, distribution, 
tampering and reverse engineering. AppOnChip enables protection of 
code blocks, which in encrypted and signed form can then be loaded 
and executed on the hardware key itself. This additional security 
measure makes it the most secure licensing implementation in the 
market. AppOnChip functionality can be delivered on the Sentinel HL 
chip form factor to strongly encrypt embedded software which makes 
hacking virtually impossible.

Features &  Benefits
� strong software and IP-protection

� p ervention of reverse engineering

� e asy implementation

� transparent for end-users

� no additional operative effort 

How it Works � Protection & Execution

� Protection
 Once the AppOnChip feature is enabled within Sentinel LDK, the 

unprotected application will get parsed by AppOnChip to analyze all 
the supported functions. Code blocks from all or several functions, 
based on ISV selection, get converted to a form that can then be 
executed on the key. These converted code blocks are encrypted 
and signed for security. 

� Execution
 When an end user attempts to use the software, the execution 

phase kicks in. The protected software runs normally until it 
reaches the function protected by the AppOnChip feature of 
Sentinel LDK. The code-flow in the application transfers to the key. 
AppOnChip dynamically loads and then executes the protected 
code securely on the key. The results from the executed code are 
returned back to the application and normal flow continues.

Embedded PC solutions from TQ
QSys is an extremely compact embedded PC platform of TQ. The heart 
of the system is the new Intel Atom "BayTrail" which sets new standards 
in low-power segment with its superior computing and graphics 
performance as well as the low power consumption.

Qsys offers all the required hardware components to develop a secure 
system. The SafeNet Sentinel HL Chip is directly integrated on the 
mainboard so that hardware, software and the overall system concept 
match optimally.

The area of service of the QSys board ranges from classic industrial PC 
applications to ticketing, rail and train applications. The on-board 
security technology from SafeNet helps to implement pay-per-use 
models also for embedded applications. By using pre-paid, post-paid 
and leasing concepts it is now possible to provide innovative business- 
and payment models.

Feature-based Licensing
The enablement of functions within the software or system activation 
is handled by licenses. Individual features of your software can be 
easily enabled or disabled by means of licenses. The software has a 
strong bind to the Sentinel HL chip which prevents an unauthorized 
start and usage of your application if the chip is not present.

Features &  Benefits

� flexible definition of the device feature

� simple upgrade of functions in the field without the need to 
replace the hardware

� reliable protection from cloning of single devices or whole 
machines 

� easy control of the production capacities, e.g. when the 
production is outsourced

Licensing Workflow
SafeNet Embedded provides a comprehensive set of tools for 
embedded software licensing which help standardize or automate a 
variety of processes.

Ê  Customer Management
Management of entitlements of your customers 
(which customer has which license). 

Ë Product Definition 
 The product catalog can be defined effectively, flexibly and almost 

in real-time. 

Ì Embedded Applications 
 Specific software- and hardware features can be activated or 

deactivated by using the SafeNet technology. An effective copy 
protection also prevents software piracy and theft of your IP.

Í Usage Reporting 
Usage reports help to track which product features are used or 
which are not used. This allows you to implement modern 
licensing payment models such as pay-per-use, etc.

Usage
Reporting
Ô Pay-per-Use
Ô Pre-Paid

Post-PaidÔ Your employee

Ê Cloud-hosted 

Ë Third party hosted 

Ì At your company
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